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1. Introduction 
The object of this note will be to introduce the notion of simultaneous 
Schur stability for a set of n x n complex matrices. The rigorous definition 
of simultaneous Schur stability does envolve from a fact in the closed unit 
disc of the complex plane. This fact of the complex plane admits a matrix- 
theoretic generalization and may be proved by the pigeon-hole principle. 
By way of "Simultaneous Schur stability", we are led to an analytic-combi- 
natorial proof of a recent result of considerable depth: Generalized Gelfand 
spectral radius Jormula. In a compact multiplicative semigroup of n x n com- 
plex matrices, the essential nature of simultaneous Schur stability is that the 
zero is the only projection in the semigroup. The notion of simultaneous 
Schur stability also sheds light on the finiteness conjecture for generalized 
spectral radius. 
2. Simultaneous Schur stability and asymptotic stability 
Let C" be an n-dimensional complex linear space. For an n x n complex ma- 
trix A, the spectrum of A and the spectral radius of A are denoted by a(A) and 
r(A), respectively; IIA fl stands for the operator norm of A associated with the 
vector norm Ilxll. Let S be a set of n x n complex matrices. For m = 1,2, . . . ,  
let 2; m be the set of all products of matrices in 2; of length m, that is, 
S" de=f {Am...Aj;Ai E S(i = 1,. . . ,m)}. 
Denote by 5~(S) the multiplicative semigroup generated by 2;. Denote by ?(S) 
the joint spectral radius of 2; [9], that is, 
?(S) def lim sup A 
m~oc 
The quantity ?(S) does not depend on the choice of a norm (since all norms are 
equivalent on C"), and the "l im sup" in the definition of?(S) is actually a limit 
if S is bounded. For a subset Y of a topological space X, the closure of Y is 
denoted by Y. 
Let us begin with the following elementary fact in the complex plane. This 
fact leads to the notion of simultaneous Schur stability for a set of n x n com- 
plex matrices and admits a matrix-theoretic generalization. That is the origin of 
this note. 
Fact. Let f2 be a subset of the closed unit disc {z E C;Izl~< 1}. Then 
f2 c {z E C; tz] <~ ~} for some 0 < ~ < 1 if and only if 1 f[ 5e(f2). 
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Proof, As the implication =~ is obvious, we need only to prove the implication 
~.  Suppose, by contradiction, that 
sup{ Iz l ; z  c f2} = 1. 
Then there exists a sequence {zk} in Q such that z, ~ Zo as k ~ ~ with ]z0] = 1. 
By assumption z0 ¢ 1. Let z0 = ei°(0 < 0 < 2r 0. We consider two cases sepa- 
rately. 
Case 1:2re/0 is rational. Then ~ = 1 for some positive integer m. Hence 
1 E 5e(f2), in contradiction. 
Case 2:2n/0 is irrational. Let ~ > 0 be given. Choose a positive integer N so 
that 2n/N  < E. Divide the unit circle 
s' ~°Z (z c c;  Izl = 1 } 
into N equal half-open intervals of length 2~/N. As 2n/0 is irrational, the se- 
quence {e ira°} has pairwise disjoint terms. By the pigeon-hole principle among 
the first N + 1 points of the sequence {e ira°} there are two distinct points lying 
on the same half-open interval. Let these two distinct points be e t~° and 
eit°(s > t). Let p=s - t. Then in the sequence of points e°,e~,e2p°,..., each 
pair of adjacent points are at the same arc length, less than 2n/N  on the unit 
circle, from each other. Therefore in any e-nbd of 1 there are points of the se- 
quence {eimpO}. Thus 1 E 5e(f2), in contradiction. 
This completes the proof. [] 
In order to discuss a matrix-theoretic version of the fact, it is convenient first 
to state the following characterization f boundedness of multiplicative semi- 
group in terms of operator norms. 
Lemma 1. Let Jg be a multiplicative semigroup o f  n x n complex matrices. Then 
J l  is bounded if and only if there exists a norm I1" II on c"  such that 
IIAII ~< 1 (A ~ .~/). 
Lemma 1 was proved by Rota and Strang [9] even in a general normed al- 
gebra. A much simpler proof of Lemma 1 may be found in [2], p. 21. For the 
proof of the "only if" part, we may assume that I E ~'.  Let 
ilxl I dof sup{llAxll2; A ~ #} (x ~ C"), 
where II" 112 denotes the Euclidean norm. Then 
IIAxlt ~< Ilxll (A E ~/; x C C"), 
so that IIAII ~< 1 (A C de). 
The above fact suggests the following definitions. 
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Definition 1. A set 2; of n × n complex matrices is said to be asymptotically 
stable if there is a norm 1[. II on C" and a positive number c~ such that 
IIAI[ ~< ~ < 1 (A E S). 
Definition 2. A set 27 of n × n complex matrices is said to be simultaneously 
Schur stable if: 
(i) r(A) <~ 1 (A E ~(27)), 
(ii) 1 ¢ a(A) (A E 6~(~)). 
Remarks. (i) The notion of asymptotic stability for a set of n x n complex 
matrices given in Definition 1 coincides with that in the sense of Lyapunov. 
This means that a set S of n × n complex matrices is asymptotically stable if 
and only if there is 0 < ~ < 1 such that for each neighborhood U of the origin 
in C ~, there exists a neighborhood V of the origin in C" for which 
AV C amU(A E Sm;rn = 1,2,.. .).  This can be seen from Lemma 1. 
(ii) We now make two general remarks concerning Definition 2. First if 2; 
consists of a single matrix A then conditions (i) and (ii) become r(A) < 1, 
the usual notion of Schur stability of A. Secondly conditions (i) and (ii) imply 
each matrix in 6e(£) is Schur stable. These two remarks can be readily seen 
from the Fact. 
(iii) Each matrix in S is Schur stable does not necessarily imply each matrix 
in 5#(S) is Schur stable. But S is simultaneously Schur stable if and only if 
5e(Z) is simultaneously Schur stable. This invariant property applies the as- 
ymptotic stability too. To see the first statement, let 
Then r(A)= r(B)= 0, but r(AB)= 1 (and therefore {A, B} is not asymptotically 
stable). 
(iv) For a bounded set £, each matrix in 6e(£) is Schur stable does not nec- 
essarily imply Z is asymptotically stable, as the example 
shows. 
(v) If 27 is a bounded multiplicative semigroup of n × n complex matrices, 
then S is simultaneously Schur stable if and only if 1 ~ a(A)(A E S). This 
can be seen from Lemma 1, 
We now state the asymptotic stability theorem which is the core of this note. 
Theorem 1. Let S be a bounded set of n × n complex matrices. Then 27 is 
asymptotically stable if and only if S is simultaneously Schur stable. 
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The method of proof employed involves the pigeon-hole principle as well as 
Elsner's reduction/emma ((6], Lemma 4). 
In order to apply the pigeon-hole principle, we need the following crucial 
lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let Z be a bounded set of n × n complex matrices. I f  there is a norm 
I t  II on c" and apositive integer k such that sup{llAII;a ~ Z ~) < 1, then S is 
asymptotically stable. 
Proof. Choose ~ so that 
supl[AII < c? < 1. 
AE~, k 
Since 2 is bounded, we can define a norm III [[] on C" by setting 
By Eq. (1) we have for A ~ S 
1 1 
I IIAxI[I = IIAxll + - supllgAxll + . . .  + ~'~---z-cr-' sup IIgAxl[ 
so that IIIAIII <~ ~(A ~ S), and the proof is complete. [] 
(1) 
As an immediate consequence we have the following result which was men- 
tictted ia (07~. 
C(ara55arv 5. Le~ ~ ~e a ~ounheh .~e~ q5 n >~ n coz~p)ex mmDce~. 7~ez~ YL )~ 
asymptotically stable if  and only if ?(S) < 1. 
?(Z) = inf supltAil. 
Thus the Rota-Strang theorem may be proved by the above "truncation" 
technique. 
For convenience we shall state Elsner's reduction lemma as Lemma 3. 
Elsner's proof of his lemma is of an analytic nature; it is based on the Rota-  
Strang theorem and the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. 
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Lemma 3 (Eisner). Let S be a bounded set o f  n × n complex matrices and 
?(Z) = 1. I f  Y (S )  is unbounded, then there is an invertible matrix P and 
1 <~nl < n such that 
A(2) 
where A(2) is an nl x nl complex matrix. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. As the implication ~ is immediate, 
we need only to prove the implication ~.  We first prove the case when 2; is 
multiplicative. 
Claim i. I f  S, is a bounded multip#cative s migroup and S is simultaneously Schur 
stable, then ~ is asymptotically stable. 
Since 2~ is bounded and multiplicative, by Lemma 1 there is a norm 11 • ]1 on 
C ~ such that 
I]AII~<I (AEZ).  (2) 
Since ~ is compact and it is clear that 
r(A)~<l (AE2; )~ r(A)~<l (AE~),  
we may assume that ~ is compact. Then Zk is compact (k = 1,2,...). Accord- 
ing to Lemma 2, Claim i follows from the following claim. 
Claim ii. There is a positive integer k such that sup{ilAII;A E £,k} < 1. 
Suppose, by contradiction, that 
sup{i lAl l ;AE~k)= 1 (k= 1,2,...). (3) 
Let e > 0 be given. By compactness of the unit sphere 
S ae~ {x E C"; ][xll : 1}, 
there is a finite set of points xa,. • • ,XN E S such that 
N 
S C UB(xi, e), (4) 
i : l  
where B(xi, e) is the open ball of radius e and center xi with respect o norm 
H I] (i = 1 ..... ,N). Since 2; N+j is compact, by Eq. (3) there exist A1,...,  
Ax+i E 2; and x E S such that 
[lAx+, ...A,xl[-- 1. (5) 
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By Eqs. (2) and (5), we see that 
A, . . .A ,x~S ( i=  I , . . . ,N+I ) .  (6) 
By Eqs. (4) and (6), and the pigeon-hole principle there are two points 
A . . . .  A~xandAt. . .A~x ( l<~t<s<~N+l )  
cf S lying on the same open ball B(x~)(1  <~ v<~N). Then 
HA . . . .  A ,x -  At. . .Atx[[ < 2e. (7) 
Now let us write 
A, d~A . . . .  At+~ andx, ~e~At...AIX. 
Then we can conclude from Eq. (7) that for each e > 0 there is A~ E Z and 
x~ ~ S such that 
]]A~x~-x~]l < 2e. (8) 
Since Z and S are both compact, there is a null sequence {e~} such that {A~} 
and {x~ } converge to A0 E 2; and x0 E S, respectively. Therefore Eq. (8) implies 
A0(xo) = x0 which contradicts the assumption 1 ~ a(Ao), This contradiction 
proves Claim ii. 
We shall show next he case when Z is not necessarily multiplicative. To 
prove the asymptotic stability of Z, by Corollary 1 we need to prove the follow- 
ing: 
We prove the assertion by induction on the dimension . The assertion is 
true for n = 1 by the fact. Assume n > 1 and the assertion is true for all case 
of dimension less than n. We now prove that the assertion is true for the case 
Then ?(@) = 1. Since 2~ is simultaneously Schur stable and ?(Z) ~> 1, @ is also 
ly stable, so that ~(~) < 1 by Corollary l~ in contradiction to f(~) = I. Hence 
~(@) is unbounded. Consequently, by Lemma 3 there is an invertible matrix P 
B(2) 
where B(2) is a complex matrix of order n~. Let 
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def 
~(i) ---- {B(/);B E ~} (i = 1,2). 
Then ~(i) is bounded (i = 1,2) as q~ is. Since ~ is simultaneously Schur stable, it 
is readily seen that ~(~) is also simultaneously Schur stable (i = 1,2). Further- 
more • (~) consists of matrices of order less than n (i = 1,2). Hence, by induc- 
tion hypothesis, ?(~(0) < 1 (i = 1,2). Therefore 
?(q~) = max{~(~(l)), ~(q~(2))} < 1, 
which contradicts ?(q~) = 1. This contradiction proves Claim iii. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
Remark. Let 2; be a set of n x n complex matrices. 2; is said to be simultaneously 
contractible (see [1]) if there is an invertible matrix S such that 
sup{llS-lASll;A E ,r} < 1, where [1" [I is the spectral norm. The simultaneous 
contractibility of 2; is equivalent to the existence of a positive definite matrix H 
and 0 < 7 < 1 such that A'HA <<. 7H (14 E S), where the order relation A ~< B 
means that B - A is positive semidefinite. It is proved in [1] that i fS  is bounded 
and ?(S) < 1/v~ then 2; is simultaneously contractible and the constant 1/v~ 
is best possible. The proof was based on a deeper use of a matrix-theoretic 
version of complex John's ellipsoid theorem. By the above theorem, Corollary 
1, and Theorem 1 show therefore that the simultaneous Schur stability of X 
does not necessarily imply the simultaneous contractibility of S. 
3. Generalized Gelfand spectral radius formula: An nalytic-combinatorial proof 
In studying the smoothness properties of compactly supported wavelets and 
solutions of two-scale dilation equations, Daubechies and Lagarias [5] intro- 
duced the notion of generalized spectral radius for a set 2; of n x n complex ma- 
trices as follows: 
F /] r(2;) def lim sup sup r(A 
m~oo LAES m 
Let us remark that r(S) can be written in the form: 
r ]"° r(S) = sup sup r(A) 
m >1 1 LAES m 
It is clear that r(2;)-~<~(2;). Daubechies and Lagarias [5] conjectured that 
r(2;) -- ?(2;) if 2; consists of finitely many n × n real matrices. Berger and Wang 
[4] proved this conjecture ven if 2; is bounded; their method of proof was 
based on tools from ring theory and may be regarded as an algebraic-analytic 
proof. Recently, however, Elsner [6] gave an analytic-geometric proof for a 
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bounded set of n x n complex matrices S, Shih et al. [10] gave a proof based on 
a theorem of Brayton and Tong [3]. 
Theorem 2 (Generalized Gelfand spectral radius formula). For a bounded set of 
n × n complex matrices S, r(S) = ?(S). 
Proof. The following implications are evident: 
?(S) < 1 ~ r(S) < 1 ~ S is simultaneously Schur stable. 
Therefore by Theorem 1, ?(S) < 1 ~ r(S) < 1. Thus for ), > 0, ?(27) < 7 
r(S) < 7, and the identity r(S) = ?(,2) follows. [] 
Remark. Since our proof of Theorem 1 is based on the pigeon-hole principle, 
our proof of generalized Gelfand spectral radius formula is of an analytic- 
combinatorial nature. 
4. Simultaneous Schur stability and infinite product 
As another interesting application of Theorem 1, let us present a simplified 
proof of a theorem of Daubechies and Lagarias ([5], Lemma 5.2; see also [4], 
Theorem I). 
Theorem 3. For a bounded set Z of n x n complex matrices, ?(N) < 1 if and only 
if for any sequence {Ak} in 27, l imk~ Ak...AI = 0. 
Let us mention that Theorem 3 is due to Dauhechies and Lagaries [5] under 
more severe restrictions on £. The present form of Theorem 3 is due to Berger 
and Wang [4]. 
To prove Theorem 3, let us adopt a technique of Berger and Wang ([4], 
proof of Theorem I; Berger and Wang attribute this technique to G. Schecht- 
man) to prove the following characterization f boundedness of semigroups. 
We say that S has the left bounded products (LBP) property if for any se- 
quence {Ak} in Z, 
supllAk...Altl < 
k>~l 
Let us remark that 27 has the LBP property if and only if ~(S)  has the LBP 
property. Remark also that the property of LBP does not depend on the choice 
of a norm. 
Lemma 4. Let Z be a bounded set of n × n complex matrices. Then 5~(Z) is 
bounded if (and only if) Z has the LBP property. 
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Proof. First let 
g d¢2 supllA II, 
ACE 
which is finite because S is bounded. Let 
Mdef{x~ C~; sup IIBxlr < o~}. 
Bey(z) 
Then M is a (closed) subspace of C ~ and M is invariant for all B E 6QX). By 
the principle of uniform boundedness 
K1 ~- sup{llBrMll;B 6 J (S )}  < oc. (9) 
Here if M = {0}, let Kl = 0. 
Claim. M = C ~. 
Suppose, by contradiction, that M # C". Take x ~ M. Then there are 
Ai E S ( i= 1,. . . ,m) such that 
IlAm ...Alx[] > 2(K1 + 1) (K+ 1)llxfl, (lO) 
Consider two cases separately. 
Case 1: Am. . .A lx  q~ M.  Take B = A . . . .  A1, we have Bx f[ M and 
IIBxll > 211xld. 
Case 2." A,, . . .AlX C M. Then Alx  f[ M .  For i f  A lx  C M,  by Eqs. (9) and (10) 
2(KI + 1)(K + 1)[Ixll < PlAm . . .A,xll <~ IIA . . . .  AzIM[I" ][AlX]I 
< K, IlAlxrl <~g, gllxtr, 
in contradiction. Thus A ix ~ M and therefore there is 1 ~< k < m such that 
Ak . . .A lx  f [M and Ak+lAk ...AlX E M.  
Since by Eqs. (9) and (10) 
2(g, + 1) (g+ l)[Ixl[ < IIA . . . .  A,xll 
~< I[A . . . .  Ak+2 IM II HAk+I ... Alxll 
.< x, liAr+, It' [IAk...A,xt[ 
~< K, KllA,... a~xll, 
so that IIAk...AlX[I > 211xl[. Take B =Ak. . .A1 .  Then we have Bx q~M and 
llBxl[ > 21[xll. 
We have shown that for each x ff M there is B E 5"(27) such that Bx ([ M and 
I[Bxll > 211xII. Accordingly for each x ¢ M we can find a sequence {Bk} in 5e(2;) 
such that 
I[g,...&x[I >2qlxll (k= 1,2,...) 
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which contradicts the LBP property of 5e(S). This contradiction shows that 
M = C', and the proof is complete. D 
We now proceed to prove Theorem 3. 
As the implication ~ is immediate from Corollary 1, we need only to prove 
the implication ~.  
By Lemma 4, 5e(S) is bounded, so that t~(S) ~< 1. 
Claim. ~(S) < 1. 
Suppose, by contradiction, that ~(S) = 1. Then 2; is not asymptotically sta- 
ble. Since the hypothesis implies r(A) < 1 (A E ~(S)) ,  by Theorem 1 there is 
an A0 E b°(2;) such that r(Ao) = 1. Since 5f(Z) is bounded, by Lemma 1 there 
is an operator norm 11' II such that ]JAil ~< 1 (A E S). Since 
1 = r(Ao) k = r(A~) <. IIA~I[ ~< 1 (k = 1,...), 
we have 
IIA~[I---1 (k=l , . . . ) .  (11) 
Since A0 6 5e(S), there is a sequence {Ak} in 5f(S) such that 
1 
~llAe-A0ll < ~. (12) 
e=l 
Let BedefAe-Ao  (i = 1,2,...). By Eq. (12) 
I I /~...A~II = I I (~o+B~) . . . (Ao+B~) I I  /> II1~oll- IIBell IIAoll ~ ~ 
k k 
. . . . .  ]-IHB, II = 2 - H(1  + [IBell). (13) 
e=l i -]  
The inequality ln(1 +x) ~<x (x ~> 0) together with Eq. (12) imply that 
,] , In 1+ line ~< 18ell <- .  
e=l 2 
Hence by Eq. (13) 
IAk 
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which contradicts the assumption limk~o~ Ak...A1 = 0. This contradiction 
shows that ~(Z) < 1, and the proof is complete. [] 
5. Compact semigroup and projection 
With the aid of Theorem 1, we have the following interrelation between as- 
ymptotic stability and projection. As usual, an n × n complex matrix A is a pro- 
jection if A 2 = A. 
Theorem 4. Let Jt[ be a compact multiplicative semigroup f n x n complex 
matrices. Then the following conditions are mutually equivalent." 
(i) 1 ~ a(A) (AC,g) ,  
(ii) Jg is asymptotically stable, 
(iii) Zero is the only projection in J/t. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Theorem 1. 
(ii) ~ (iii). Since J / i s  multiplicative, compact, and asymptotically stable, 
0 E Jr'. Furthermore 0 is the only projection in ~¢/; for if P E ~ '  is a non-zero 
projection then 1 E a(P), in contradiction. 
(iii) ~ (i). Suppose, by contradiction, that there is an A c J¢ such that 
1 E tr(A). Since ~¢ is multiplicative and bounded, r(A)= 1 by Lemma 1. Then 
some sequence {A '~ } of powers converges to the projection P to the eigenspace 
corresponding to 1. As ~ '  is compact and multiplicative, P C J / ,  which contra- 
dicts the hypothesis. This completes the proof. [] 
Remark. It is a remarkable fact that every compact opological semigroup 
contains idempotents. This was known to Numakura [8] in 1952. Let us remark 
that the implication "(i) =~ (iii)" of Theorem 4 can also be proved by 
Numakura's theorem. 
6. Finiteness conjecture for generalized spectral radius 
The development of the notion of simultaneous Schur stability sheds light 
on the finiteness conjecture for generalized spectral radius. 
Finiteness conjecture for generalized spectral radius. I f  S consists of finitely many 
n × n complex matrices, then there is a positive integer k such that 
Fm.xrU/1 
LA~s ~ .I 
This conjecture arose from the work of Daubechies and Lagarias [5], in 
connection with the problem of whether there is an effectively computable 
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procedure for deciding whether or not a finite set of matrices S with rational 
entries has joint spectral radius ?(,~) < 1 (see [7] about the origin of the conjec- 
ture). In the paper by Lagarias and Wang [7], this conjecture was extensively 
studied by introducing methods of several complex variables and of symbolic 
dynamics. In [10], Shih et al. observed that the finiteness conjecture for gener- 
alized spectral radius is equivalent to the following: 
Conjecture 1. I f  2 is a finite set of n × n complex matrices and 
r(A) < 1 (A C ~9~(S)), then ~ is asymptotically stable. 
By Theorem 1, Conjecture 1 may be reduced to the following: 
Conjecture 2. I f  Z is a finite set of  n x n complex matrices and 
r(A) < 1 (A E 5P(Z)), then 1 f[ a(A) (A E 5~(Z)). 
By virtue of Theorem 4 above, the finiteness conjecture for generalized spec- 
tral radius may also be reduced to the following: 
Conjecture 3. I f  Z & a finite set of  n x n complex matrices such that 
r(A) < 1 (A E 6:(Z)), then 5e(S) is bounded and the zero is the only projection 
in 
Remarks. (i) For a bounded commuting set 2: of n × n complex matrices, we 
have 
f(S,) = sup{r(A);A E S} 
by the generalized Gelfand spectral radius formula. This observation together 
with Corollary 1 yield an affirmative answer to Conjecture 1 when S is restrict- 
ed to be commuting. 
(ii) Concerning the boundedness of 5e(S) in Conjecture 3, it could probably 
be proved by Lemma 4 that S has the LBP property. 
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